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Failure in Conservation/NRM

• Scale mismatch
– Scale of decision making vs. environmental 

process
– More common when framed in terms of ES?

• Single sector, single objective framework
– Common in many sectors (conservation, industry)
– Risk of scale mismatch (governance)
– Even with full accounting for ES & valuation, not 

final step in decision making
– Trade-offs ignored; limited support for decision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Scale mismatch: already covered by previous speaker, Rob Johnston; won’t elaborate further-a single decision maker (agency, org) will have limited authority to act and influence managed system-Take home message: Valuation of ES is not the final step in linking science and action.  Requires tradeoff evaluation; if not considering values of stakeholders, implication of tradeoffs are not explicit and decision maker operating in game theoretic framework.  Results in very limited support for any decision and policy failure likely



Example: Cape Romain NWR, SC
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Presentation Notes
-foundational mission of refuge threatened: production services, habitat for T&E species and cultural services (eg., education, tourism)-Options to confront loss 1) protect and defend, or 2) expand the footprint of the refuge inland as coastal habitat is lost-Both of these alternatives represent mismatches-Federal expansion is politically sensitive; ignoring other land-use interests risks failure. 



Cape Romain NWR:
expanded decision context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Refuge embedded in a linked social-ecological system with many decision makers, competing objectives, “deep” uncertainty.-3rd alternative is to expand decision context to match the scale of change processes happening and others’ values and decisions. -Landscape interests include infrastructure and urban planning, working waterfronts, production forests, cultural resource use, tourism, fisheries, etc.-Engagement with others, to co-develop shared understanding is likely to lead to new opportunities but also takes considerable time/effort



Co-Production & Trade-Offs

• Co-production: research questions sourced 
from managers within the context of the 
particular decision

• Decisions involve:
– predicting outcomes from alternative management 

choices (science),
– valuing those outcomes (stakeholders)

• No single optimal decision; trade-offs and 
negotiation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Interaction between scientists and decision makers has often been ‘contractual’-alternative is science and policy embedded in a collaborative model of conservation for joint problem solving. -Specialized roles maintained: scientists make predictions, stakeholders value those outcomes.  -No single optimal decision is possible, need for transparent tradeoffs and negotiations even more important



Trade-offs
1. Biophysical constraints 

– Inherent limits to ecosystem services

Ex: Siting Oyster 
Reef Restoration 
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Presentation Notes
-2 types of trade-off: 1: Limits of biophys system to produce various ES results in trade-offs among these benefit-Ex: restoration of oyster reefs provides production services (fisheries) and regulating services (costal protection).  -Harvesting or locating restoration in protected areas where productivity will be maximized, reduces the benefits of regulating services. Opposite also true -Alternative restoration strategies produce different ES, valued by different stakeholders.  -Location of orange boxes (restoration sites) represents one possible allocation (decision)



Trade-offs
1. Biophysical constraints 

– Inherent limits to ecosystem services

Ex: Siting Oyster 
Reef Restoration 
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Presentation Notes
-Alternative decision



Trade-offs
1. Biophysical constraints 

– Inherent limits to ecosystem services
– Efficiency frontier defines the region of 

constrained (optimal) trade-offs
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Presentation Notes
-Each point represents one oyster restoration design alternative, with production & regulating benefits estimated-The curve represents the constraint where doing better for one function requires surrendering benefit for the other (i.e., system’s biophys constraint).  �-Anything below the line is sub-optimal in that an alternative can do better for both



Trade-offs
2. Value preferences 

– Benefits don’t accrue to stakeholders equally
– Frontier is ‘optimal’ but represents divergent 

values and ‘efficient’ trade-offs

King et al. 2015
Cavender-Bares 
et al. 2015
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-2nd tradeoff is based on values.  Each stakeholder has a potentially different set of weights for the various ES produced.-Different stakeholders don’t equally value outcomes of these different design options.  Efficiency curve represents optimality, it is a range of optimal outcomes that will not convey the same value to all-Stakeholder preferences mapped using isoclines, describing indifference points between benefits-Optimal (efficient) value found at the tangent, green dot for the oyster fisher, red dot for those valuing protection of shoreline infrastructure. -Lines outside the frontier represent infeasible alternatives given the biophysical limitations.



Climate Change & Uncertainty
• Another form of trade-off: risk vs. reward
• Portfolio theory

– Risk measured by deviation from expected value 
– A portfolio of uncorrelated assets lowers risk         
– Climate change: market conditions
– Evaluate expected returns and variance under 

different conditions
– Trade-offs: maximize returns for a given level of 

risk, or minimize risk for a fixed return
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Presentation Notes
How do we think about decisions to manage for ES when we have little confidence in how the future will unfold?-we can then find the optimal portfolio or budget allocation for a given risk attitude of a decision maker or calculate the risk for achieving a specified level of performance-values of different stakeholders can also be included as measures of their risk preferences



Accounting for Uncertainty: 
Risk vs Reward
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Presentation Notes
-# of possible combinations of cells selected for reef restoration, evaluated on total contribution of ES and variance across 3 SLR scenarios (uncertainty).  
-Red dots represent the efficiency frontier, this time of tradeoffs between managing for higher expected ES benefits and minimizing portfolio risk.  
-The solution in this case, like before, is negotiating a compromise among these limited but efficient alternatives, recognizing the differences are based on risk (a value) rather than climate uncertainty 
-This approach can also help with understanding implications of benefits/impacts to others of any decision selected, as costs, benefits and risks are all accounted for 
-Concluding thoughts: ES are very useful as a common metric that can represent a plurality of interests, but accounting for these goods and services is not enough to make resource decisions.  We must consider ecosystem limitations and explicitly and transparently depict the difficult trade-offs that decision makers and society must make when managing complex, social-ecological systems.
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